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Chapter 1 : Editions of Precalculus by Michael Sullivan
Find your textbook below for step-by-step solutions to every problem. Sullivan Precalculus, 9th Edition Precalculus, 6th
Edition Sullivan Trigonometry, 6th Edition.

The text is clear on the process of solving various problems as well as giving the right amount of theory to
help the student along. I am one of those people who does not do well with sitting and listening to lectures.
With this book, a self-taught student should be able to do without supplementry texts. The text is well
organized and it has plenty of examples. Also it does well on telling you when and when not certain
techniques are applicaple. Overall I could not recommnend a book better for a Pre-Calculus text. It is a bit less
in the math jargon and brought down into more common language. If you take out these reviews this book
would have a near perfect 5 stars. By the way my review refers to the 8th Edition of this text for future
purposes. Nothing to write home about. The text will sometimes take 3 pages to explain concepts and proofs
that it could easily summarize and the summary would make more sense in a couple paragraphs. The text will
also, occasionally, spend a very brief amount of time on more difficult concepts that really deserve more
coverage and examples. Regardless, it has everything you need for pre-calc algebra and trig. Hopefully you
have a decent professor, or you can intuit most new math easily, otherwise expect to spend a bit of time at
Khan Academy. The new one is no better than the old one. Arrived on time, product in perfect condition! By
Lilian on Apr 07, I love that I received my book days before the start of my quarter! The approximately
delivery date reflected was a couple of days after start and as such it was a pleasant surprise to get it ahead of
time! The book was in perfect condition I would also like to thank the seller for great customer service. I
received an email prior to my order being shipped asking that I confirm that I ordered the correct book, to me
this was great as it allowed me to go back and double check! Once I confirmed, I did not have to do anything
further. Definitely one of my top sellers and would purchase again. My only complaint is that I have this book
as a rental and the glue that holds the pages to the binding is no longer there so the book is a bit floppy. I felt it
did an adequate job explaining the material we studied and thus is sufficient. Of course, like all textbooks,
crazy expensive. Great book for my step daughter By Courtney on Sep 14, Great book for my step daughter.
Good pricing, fast shipping. Only one small complaint was the book must have shifted during shipping and
caused the papers to fall out of order. This could of been the postal carriers fault but it is not a big deal Five
Stars By Lharty on Jul 24, great price and it came quickly Five Stars By Jhunter on Oct 10, Item is just as
described! You will probably need my math lab, that includes a copy of the ebook. I returned it after a week
once I found this out and got a grand total of 30 wonderful dollars out of a dollar purchase. Excellent text for
the prepared student By Amazon Customer on Jun 12, This textbook is very straightforward and the examples
are easy to follow. Many good math textbooks receive poor reviews because they are attempted by students
who do not have the necessary mathematical maturity to fully comprehend the text and read the worked
problems. College students should not attempt precalculus unless they have a full understanding of basic
algebra. Each math class expects the student to have a solid understanding of previous classes. I admit that
many textbooks are not clear or just horrible. It is giving me a good foundation for future classes. It is
completely possible to utilize for self study. I always read the chapters before class, and I enjoy working the
problems to gain further understanding. The textbook problems directly correlate with MyMathLab. Also,
remember that there are usually only about ten examples, but many dozens of problems for each section. Thus,
I would recommend using the Student Solutions Manual for this textbook, which is also an excellent product.
That will help you approach the problems more easily. Good book, poor physical quality By Chad M West on
May 21, The content of the book is great and the examples are straightforward and easy to follow. My
problem is with the entire premise of a binder book. These things have almost no resale value versus a
traditional hardcover book and the physical quality is sub-par. The pages, especially the ones that you keep
referring back to are prone to tearing out of your binder. Flipping through the pages requires a great deal of
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care because the rings of your binder can actually snag the page and cause the hole to rip. I suspect Pearson
will read this but will change absolutely nothing. If you plan on keeping this book or re-selling it, buy the
hardcover edition. Do not waste your money on this. By Jose Arroyo on May 27, At the beginning I was a bit
worried about the way the book explains the material. It seemed too simple for a book dealing with more
complex subjects in math such as functions, trigonometry and analytic geometry. Then again it could be said
that this quality is the one that makes the book such a joy to read. Not a single time did I felt lost or confused
by the presentation. Most of the graphics and photos do supplement the explanation, and help the reader grasp
the information better. One of the highlights, one that perhaps most people will miss, is the simple review
questions at the beginning of each section. These little snippets of previous material force the reader to review
those concepts that will be essential for further understanding. Every new section in the book is short and
clear; thus reducing the amount of explanation, but at the same time maintaining just enough so that the reader
will not feel lost in the many formulas and derivations. If this book does not get "5 starts" from my review it is
only because it could be more mathematically rigorous by presenting more proofs. But by not doing so it
increases the clarity and easy presentation the book possesses - great book well worth the price. Especially
With Solution Manual. Anyways, this book I find to be a lot better than many many of the other math text
books out there. Other text books seem to be written by people that are really advanced and think, in a way,
that we are as well. This book, however, can actually teach you pretty much everything step by step, especially
if you use it with the solutions manual which shows you step by step how the answers are achieved. They
should hire the book, it would be cheaper. The way the book is made, its an accumalative spelled wrongly I
bet kind of thing. You can learn it all if you go through it from a to z, beginnig to end. Suddenly, the secret
codes are being decoded. Beware - it does not!!! If I had known, I would have purchased a used 8th edition
hardcover and an access code directly through MyMathLab to save money. Sucks By Hen on May 30, I had to
get this for a class. I can recall a time where they literally gave one example and that was it. I could barely
even get anything from it, too. This book is still written like most math books in that if you want things By
Mojave on Apr 08, This book is still written like most math books in that if you want things in laymen terms,
you are out of luck. Although some of the examples help, you will still end up on Youtube looking for most of
your math help. Good book, but you might not need it By Chad Howarth on Aug 25, The book is just dandy.
Wait until your first class before you buy, you may save yourself some money. Other then what I just
described, the book is an amazing math text book. On the other hand, with all the changes and requirements in
to days schools, the text book may probably be right on track. With all the revised certification requirements
for universities, most universities may now be requiring freshmen take supplementary algebra courses before
attending university classes, which can be done at a junior college; which many universities parallel with a
junior college anyway. I may need this book for three semesters, and depending how long ETSU wants to use
this book, it may be cost effective for me to purchase it. I may have gotten a little off track with this
evaluation, but with the right text book what I said all folds together, which what is happening with this text
book. A section is always introduced with a prereq quiz so you know what prereqs are making the new
concept difficult for you. It even points to an appendix with help on the material in question. This feature is
really amazing because a difficult topic becomes easy once you know what your roadblocks are. It provides
clear introductions to new concepts and then points you to a similar problem you can try out right after each
objective is explained the hands-on approach. The problems range from the easy "check your understanding"
type to more challenging mastery problems. I found this book to be more rigorous than the other precalc text I
had to buy for a trig class. Somehow, it still managed to be understandable too. No exercise problems in the
book! By Alejandro Carrillo on Mar 26, This book is pretty good. It only has one problem: It comes with
mymathlab which means that the problems for each chapter, whic are a few, are accessed online and the only
way you can access the online information is if your professor created an account with the website. My
professor did not, so guess what? Anyways, all I can do with this book is learn from the examples and then I
go to my shool library, check out the full textbook from there, and make copies of the exercise problems so I
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may work on them.
Chapter 2 : Free Download Solution Of Precalculus Michael Sullivan 8th Edition Zip | owinin
Can you find your fundamental truth using Slader as a completely free Sullivan Precalculus solutions manual? YES!
Now is the time to redefine your true self using Slader's free Sullivan Precalculus answers.

Chapter 3 : Precalculus (9th Edition) by Michael Sullivan ()
sullivan precalculus 9th edition solutions manual Edition) Michael Sullivan. out of 5 stars Hardcover. $ Student's
Solutions Manual.

Chapter 4 : Sullivan, Precalculus | Pearson
Student Solutions Manual for Precalculus, 9th Edition. Michael Sullivan, Chicago State University This Manual provides
fully worked solutions to odd-numbered.

Chapter 5 : Precalculus Sullivan: Books | eBay
Polynomial Functions Graphing - Multiplicity, End Behavior, Finding Zeros - Precalculus & Algebra 2 - Duration: The
Organic Chemistry Tutor , views.

Chapter 6 : Sullivan, Precalculus | Pearson
Precalculus (9th Edition) Student's Solutions Manual for Precalculus Michael Sullivan. out of 5 stars 3. Guided Lecture
Notes for Precalculus, Plus MyLab.

Chapter 7 : Guided Lecture Notes for Precalculus: Michael Sullivan: calendrierdelascience.com: Books
Precalculus 10th Edition, Kindle Edition by Michael Sullivan Solutions Manual, Answer key for all chapters are included
Mike Sullivanâ€Ÿs time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need for the.

Chapter 8 : Solution Manual for Calculus 9th Edition
How is Chegg Study better than a printed Precalculus 9th Edition student solution manual from the bookstore? Our
interactive player makes it easy to find solutions to Precalculus 9th Edition problems you're working on - just go to the
chapter for your book.

Chapter 9 : Solution Manual Precalculus 9th Edition Michael Sullivan
Student Solutions Manual for Precalculus by Michael Sullivan starting at $ Student Solutions Manual for Precalculus has
3 available editions to buy at Alibris.
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